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AMPHIBIANS


FEEDS, FORAGES and METHODOLOGY


Schmidt DA, Mulkerin D, Boehm et al.  2010.  Quantifying the vitamin D₃ synthesizing potential of UVB lamps at specific distances over time.  Zoo Biology: advance e-alert.


FISH (aquaria)


FOOD SAFETY

INVERTEBRATES (terrestrial and aquatic)


MAMMALS


Clayton JB & Glander KE.  2010.  Dietary choices by four captive **slender lorises** (*Loris tardigradus*) when presented with various insect life stages.  Zoo Biology, advance e-alert.

Finley TG, Sikes RS, Parsons JL et al.  2010.  Energy digestibility of **giant pandas** on bamboo-only and supplemented diets.  Zoo Biology: early e-alert


Li XY, Yang SJ & Yang Y. 2010. Food habits of Rhinopithecus bieti as assessed by fecal analysis at Mt. Longma, Southwest China. Zoo Biology, 29: 1-12.


Steuer P, Clauss M, Südekum KH et al. 2010. Comparative investigations on digestion in grazing (Ceratotherium simum) and browsing (Diceros bicornis) rhinoceroses. Comparative Niochemistry and Physiology A: Molecular and Integrative Physiology, 156(4): 380-388.


**NUTRITIONAL PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL NUTRITION**


**REPTILES**

Franz R, Hummel J, Müller DW et al. 2010. **Herbivorous reptiles and body mass**: effects on food intake, digesta retention, digestibility and gut capacity, and a comparison with mammals. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology A: Molecular and Integrative Physiology: advance e-alert.


Schmidt DA, Mulkerin D, Boehm DR et al. 2010. Quantifying the **vitamin D₃** synthesizing potential of UVB lamps at specific distances over time. Zoo Biology, 29(6): 741-752.